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Background: The purpose of this study was to determine the efficacy of applying postural
restrictions after Epley maneuver on therapeutic success in patients with BPPV (Benign
Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo).
Materials and Methods: This randomized controlled clinical trial study was conducted in
among 118 patients with BPPV at Khatam-al-Anbia hospital in Zahedan. First group treated
with postural restrictions and the second with no restrictions. After one week the presence of
BPPV examined and data were analyzed.
Results: In first group 84.7% did not show symptoms of vertigo, as well as 45 patients in
second group. Results did not show any significant difference between two groups.
Conclusion: This study showed that instructions had no significant effect on the patients’
treatment outcomes.
Copyright © 2014 Zahedan University of Medical Sciences. All rights reserved.

Introduction

B

enign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is
responsible for approximately 17% of the clinical
diagnoses of dizziness [1]. It is characterized by
brief attacks of vertigo, nausea and/or positional
nystagmus during head movements [2]. BPPV may be
resulted from problem in any semicircular canal (SCC). In
this case, vertigo mostly is manifested when lying down
in bed and especially, with head rotation to affected side
[3]. The most common maneuver for rehabilitation is
Epley maneuver. In study by Dashti et al. this procedure
showed 92.5% therapeutic success [4]. First precedure
proposed postural restrictions after Epley maneuver to
prevent symptoms' relapses [5]. In this case the patient is
instructed to avoid head and trunk movement, using a
neck collar and sleeping in semi-seated position, with the
head inclined at 45 degree from the horizontal plan for
two days. Then, in the 5 subsequent days, the patient is
instructed to avoid sleeping over the affected ear [5-7].
There is some controversy about the rate of treatment
effects by postural restriction in different studies [6-8].
This study was done to investigate the efficacy of
applying postural restrictions after Epley maneuver on
therapeutic success in patients with BPPV.

Materials and Methods
This randomized controlled clinical trial study was
performed in 2009 at otolaryngology clinic of Khatam-alAnbia hospital in Zahedan, Iran. First, sample chosen
from patients that had history of vertigo after positional
movement (available sampling method). After informed
with treatment process, we proposed them to participate

in study and the informed consent was taken from all
subjects. Otologic, neurologic and audiometric
examinations were performed on patients who initially
reported vertigo symptoms. Then, Dix-Hallpike test was
performed for diagnosis of BPPV on these patients except
for whom with history of drug treatment. Samples based
on random numbers table (which is including defined
computer programs) assigned in two groups: first group
who received postural restrictions after Epley maneuver
and the second group who had no restrictions after the
maneuver. Postural restrictions consist of using a neck
collar and sleeping in semi-seated position, with the head
inclined at 45 degree from the horizontal plan for two
days. Then, in the 5 subsequent days, the patient is
instructed to avoid sleeping over the affected ear.
One week after treatment maneuver, the patients were
followed up and evaluated again using the Dix-Hallpike
test by another examiner. Patients who did not comeback
for evaluation excluded from study as well as who did not
perform postural restrictions according questionnaires. In
this study two groups matched to prevent the effects of
other confounding factors and sampling continued until
sample size (59 patients in each group) completed.
Statistical analysis was performed by χ2 test to compare
between group differences.

Results
The number of men and women in the first group were
36 and 23 and in the second group were 30 and 29 people,
respectively. At the first visit, therapeutic exercise for
both groups was applied and first group was given one
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week training limitation of motion. A week later, both
groups were re-examined by Dix-Hallpike. The findings
showed negative result in 84.7% of patients of the first
group and 76.3% of a second group or otherwise
improved. χ2 test showed no statistical difference between
the two groups.
P

P

again. Therefore, as applying restriction, might
accompany with limitations in patient’s activity of daily
living and burdensome unnecessary tasks on patients and
his/her family, so this issue should be noticed by
physicians in planning treatment for patients with BPPV.
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Findings of this study showed postural restrictions along
with Epley maneuver for BPPV patients have no effect
upon treatment outputs. A study by Cakir et al. [8]
showed effectiveness of postural restrictions in the
treatment that their results differ from our finding. This
difference could be due to differences in the number of
maneuver. In the present study the therapeutic success
considered regardless of the number of maneuvers. Our
study findings were similar to the studies conducted by
Gananca [6] and Simoceli [7]. The researchers reported
that postural restrictions followed by maneuver,
regardless of considering the number of maneuvers, are
not effective in returning of otoconia to semicircular
canals. Animal studies showed otoconia fix on their place
after maximum 5 minutes and normal movement of body
and head shall not influence on releasing these particles
3T
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